City of East Lansing Fire Department
Weekly Incident Report for
December 5- December 12, 2018

Total number of incidents responded to:
EMS/Rescue= 92

Fires = 2

Good Intent Calls =130

False Calls=7

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fires Reported in FireRMS
December 7, 2018, 2:25 AM Called for smoke coming from a house. Upon arrival there was
smoke coming from the front window of the house, the window was broken at the top of the
window, did not look like it was caused by the fire venting itself, so the fire was ventilating
itself. I got out and did a 360 no smoke or fire coming from any other part of the building
garage had light smoke. We pulled a line to the front of the house part of my crew went to
work on opening the front door while I sprayed water in the front window at flames visible in
the front room from the front porch. We accessed the house from the door and went in to
front room with TIC I could see hot areas in the floor and FF found a hole in the floor looked to
be around furniture in several spots throughout the front room with furniture partially falling
through and only carpet holding it up which caused me to think the fire was in the basement.
With TIC I directed FF to spray where the heat was coming from. We did not know where
access to the basement was so we backed out. Access to the basement was discovered through
the back door where the floor was still intact so we took a line and went to basement to look
for the seat of the fire. The fire on the first floor had been extinguished prior to going to the
basement. No fire was discovered in the basement while looking for fire in the basement we
discovered an aquarium but no animals in it. There was a light coming into the area from
behind what I thought was a wall, but it turned out to be plastic draped with marijuana plants
under a grow light. The power was still on. Looking up at the holes in the floor from the
basement, with the TIC, one of the holes looked like there was some kind of reinforcement
across it like a 2x10 but did not see it with lights on just through TIC. The house had covered
windows and exhaust hoses and drainage pipes coming from inside to the outside of the house,
there were buckets with holes drilled in them and wooden plant stakes in the back room of the
house. Consumers cut the power. Ventilation was set up and the smoke cleared out, a crew
went to second floor to check for extension and found some in the Delta wall so they pulled
that wall and the ceiling to check the attic, no extension. We saw smoke coming from the eve
over the garage so we pulled soffit to check for extension none noted. Shortly after accessing
the front door we also found a large cylinder of what we thought was Oxygen in the front room
amongst the furniture in that room. all furniture was removed from the front room and put on
front lawn it was all charred. Once extension in the wall on the second floor was out the fire

was declared out. After the fire on a walk around the rooms upstairs were empty the
living/dining/kitchen area had furniture and there was bedding in the basement that looked to
have been used as a bed. While waiting for the board up crew a white truck drove up on the
other side of a locked gate I went to talk to them they stated they came to make sure it was not
one of their barns. They asked if anyone was home I told them no they stated that two men and
a girl and a dog live there consistently. They made a reference to the effect of did they start a
fire and leave which was odd to me and they made a reference to there being quite a bit of
product in the house which led me to believe they knew it was a grow operation whether legal
or illegal. They said they knew the owner of the house for 40 years and that they did not talk to
the individual because he was a trigger person then went on to say he would go off on them
while talking for no reason.
December 11, 2018, 6:59 PM- T-12 was dispatched for mutual aid to MTFD for a cooking fire
that is contained. T-12 en route on IC Tac 1. T-12 updated after B-91 arrived with initial report
stating nothing showing and T-12 to investigate. T-12 on scene updated that the fire was
contained to the stove and that ventilation was required. T-12 ventilated the structure and
investigated to find no damage to the stove or surrounding area. T-12 cleared after ventilation
complete.
Training Reported in FireRMS
No Trainings to report of at this time.
Chief Complaints of EMS Call
Abdominal Groin Pain-1
Abdominal pain-2
Abnormal mental status-1
Abrasion-1
Allergic Reation-2
Altered LOC-1
Altered mental status-3
Anxiety-1
Anxiety Attack-1
Back pain/rib pain-1
Brief Period of Syncope-1
Catheter cmplications-1

Colostomy complications1
Contractions-1
DIB-3
Dizziness-3
Dizzy-1
ETOH-7
Fainting-2
Fall-1
Fall, head injury-1
Flu Like symptoms-1
Foreign body obstruction
in ear-1

Head Pain-2
Headache-2
Hemeroids-1
Hyperglycemia-2
Hypertension-1
Hypotension-1
Infection-1
Intentional OD-1
Intox-1
L Knee Pain-1
L shoulder Pain-1
L Sided Rib Pain-1

Laceration-2
Left Knee Pain-1
Leg & Hip pain-1
Leg Pain-1
Lip Scratch-1
Low Blood Sugar-1
Nausea-1
Near Syncope-1
Neck Pain-1
Nose Bleed-1

Numbness in arms & legs1
Possible stroke-1
Pt thought she was
Stabbed-1
R arm Bruise-1
Rectal Bleed-1
Right wrist pain-1
Seizure-4
Shaky & blurred vison-1
SOB-5

Sore throat-1
Stroke like Symptoms-1
Syncope-7
Unresponsive-1
Vertigo-1
Weakness-1

